
ACE IPI MARKS FIFTH YEAR OF SERVIC  
“Handog Mo ,Kinabukasan Ko” Fund Campaign Given  

  

The gathering was attended by about 150 persons. 
Fr. Legaspino reiterated the importance of spreading 
the love of God to the aged and the young. Together 
with ACE IPI President, Virginia Bruce, he also 
encouraged all present to continue rendering their 
share as they further led the community to a 
simultaneous reading of a Pledge of Commitment. 

  
ACE IPI President, Virgie Bruce with members of the Bruce f  
 representing Dr. JoyBruce. 
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Both of them related how ACE IPI created an impact in their lives through programs  
that gave access to academic education, gradually changed their sense of values,  
strengthened their Faith and helped develop a positive attitude. After the usual  
“Toast to Success” led by Virgie Bruce, the Certificates of Appreciation and gift bags  
that were hand painted by the children in conflict with the law at CRADLE were presented  
to the representatives from partner-organizations and other individual donors and  
volunteers. 
  
Highlighted also during the anniversary celebration is the continuing promotion of the  
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Fund raising campaign, Handog Mo, Kinabukasan Ko, launched late December, 2010  
and which aims to raise P250,000 only specifically to provide supplementary support in  
response to the needs of young offenders/children- in-conflict with the law confined in the 
CRADLE facility in Camp Bagong Diwa in Bicutan as well as of youth from selected poor  
communities in Paranaque City. The campaign is conducted thru selling of tickets  
worth P50.00 each and will run until its raffle draw on May 27, 2011.  
It has a DSWD solicitation permit No. NCR 002-2011. 

 

 

   

  
With prayers, focus, resourcefulness and determination in the coming years,  
ACE IPI believes that, no matter how difficult it may seem, it still, indeed,  
could achieve the extraordinary!    
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